
Mineral Wealth of Africa –
Blood Diamonds



Where Are Diamonds Found?

• Rough diamonds can either be found below the earth’s surface through 
industrial mining, or in river beds and streams through alluvial mining.

• Most of the diamond deposits currently mined in places such as Sierra 
Leone and Angola are alluvial, requiring only a shovel, a pan, and hard 
labor to mine.



Diamond Mining

• South Africa

• Namibia

• Botswana

• Republic of 

Congo

• Sierra Leone



What are Blood Diamonds?



What are blood diamonds?

Also called “Conflict Diamonds,” Blood diamonds are 

“diamonds that originate from areas controlled by forces 

or factions opposed to legitimate and internationally 

recognized governments, and are used to fund military 

action in opposition to those governments, or in 

contravention of the decisions of the Security Council”

~United Nations General Assembly

December 1, 2001
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Where are the World’s 
Blood Diamonds?

• Many of the world’s diamonds 
are mined in 3rd World 
nations.

• The Term “Blood Diamond”  is 
used to describe a diamond 
mined in a war zone, and 
usually used to finance that 
war.

• Other terms for Blood 
Diamonds are Dirty Diamonds,
Conflict Diamonds, or War 
Diamonds.



Why the diamond is such an easily traded commodity?

Large Amount of 

Wealth in Small 

Size

Form of Currency
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Where does the Blood Diamond Trade occur?

Botswana

South Africa
Namibia

Angola

Sierra Leone

Nigeria
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How countries like Nigeria and Sierra Leone are 

affected:

Rebel Forces Use Diamonds to Finance Arms Purchases
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Todays Cycle

• Many of today's diamonds are 
produced in 3rd World 
countries in Africa an South 
America.  

• The conditions under which 
these diamonds are mined are 
terrible with miners working 
under slave like conditions.

• In addition in 1998 about 20% 
of the world’s diamonds were 
being used to finance wars of 
insurgency in countries like 
Angola, Sierra Leone and the 
Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC)



The Gun Cycle Continues
• Like the Historical Slave/Gun 

Cycle.  Guns are the product 
these rebel African groups most 
want.  They often enslave men, 
women and children to work in 
the diamond mines or may pay 
them pennies a day to work.

• Once again the diamonds  end up 
in developed Western Nations, 
while the rebel groups trade the 
money they make for the 
diamonds for more weapons and 
the cycle continues.



Easily Exploitable Resource

• In areas such as Sierra Leone where 
alluvial, or river, mining allows easy 
access to quality rough diamonds, 
this artificially high price has 
encouraged rebels to take control 
of diamond mining areas in hopes 
of making a quick and substantial 
profit. 

• Rebel groups such as the RUF (the 
Revolutionary United Front), force 
civilians to mine for diamonds. 



http://whataboutafrica.files.wordpress.com/2009/06/blood-

diamonds.jpg



Blood Diamonds

In the late 1990’s the 
R.U.F started 
distributing illicit 
diamonds from Sierra 
Leone to the rest of 
the world

http://www.amnesty.org.hk/UserFiles/Image/abc/conflict_diamond/8990_web.j
pg

• Campino, Anna F. "CONFLICT 
DIAMONDS." Sanctions and War. 
United Nations Department of Public 
Information, 21 Mar. 2001. Web. 9 
Nov. 2009. 
<http://www.un.org/peace/africa/Dia
mond.html>.

http://www.amnesty.org.hk/UserFiles/Image/abc/conflict_diamond/8990_web.jpg
http://www.un.org/peace/africa/Diamond.html


The Growth of Illicit Diamonds

• The Illicit Diamond trading grew R.U.F into a huge 
business  millions of dollars worth of diamonds was 
flowing all around the world

• Even though this was happening in the time no one 
really cared about what was happening

• Campino, Anna F. "CONFLICT DIAMONDS." Sanctions and War. United 
Nations Department of Public Information, 21 Mar. 2001. Web. 9 Nov. 
2009. <http://www.un.org/peace/africa/Diamond.html>.

http://www.un.org/peace/africa/Diamond.html


“Blood Diamonds”

• Africans who oppose the 
rebel groups are often 
slaughtered.

• Those who most need 
protection are often 
those who are most 
often abused under this 
immoral trade.

Blood Diamond: Sierra Leone Diamond Wars - Documentary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5AW6A76IHU&hd=1


Differences Between Legal and Illicit 
Diamonds Mines

Legal

http://diamonds-

usa.com/blog/images/ekati_diamond_mine.jpg

Illicit 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/Si

erra_Leone_diamond_mining1.jpg

http://diamonds-usa.com/blog/images/ekati_diamond_mine.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7b/Sierra_Leone_diamond_mining1.jpg


Antwerp: The Diamond Capital

• Once diamonds are smuggled out of a conflict 
region, they inevitably end up in Antwerp, Belgium, 
the diamond capital of the world. 

• Annually, half the world’s rough diamonds, an 
average of $29 billion dollars worth, pass through 
Antwerp. Other trading centers include New York, 
Tel Aviv, and Bombay. 

• Sorting experts then categorize and assign value to 
the diamonds before sending them to cutting and 
polishing centers to be prepared for resale. 



What is being done to curb the trade of these 

diamonds?

Kimberley Process

•Fully Implemented in August 2003 after 52 nations Ratified

•Certification System for rough diamonds

•Also established national import and Export Standards
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The major difficulty is deciphering 
between a “genuine” diamond 

and a “conflict” diamond

Once any diamond is sent off and 
polished, discovering its origin is 

impossible! 

Blood diamonds still contribute to 
30% of global trade


